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 The Miami native can be a Chopped contender and the founder of the personal chef network, ChefRLI,
which suits professional athletes. ? The very best cookbook for peak performance livingPeak performance
eating from Chef Richard ? chef to the superstars: Chef Richard Ingraham has been personal chef for NBA
star Dwyane Wade for greater than a decade.#1 Amazon ERA! Now this chef to star athletes is preparing to
talk about the secrets of cooking for a peak functionality lifestyle. Chef RLI has also worked with best
entertainers such as Gabrielle Union and Kelly Rowland. He’s worked with top tier athletes in all the major
sports including Asante Samuels, Santana Moss, Antrel Rolle and Michael Oher from the National Football
League, Manny Machado and Jon Jay from Main League Baseball and NBA celebrities Patrick Ewing, John
Wall structure and of course, Dwyane Wade.Chef Richard’s book is designed for those who want to
improve their diet to achieve peak performance, whether that be at the gym or the office.Ways to have a
peak functionality diet and learn the advantages of taking in well to win:  The business’s corporate clients
include the Food Network and Walmart. Chef Richard is normally serving up recipes for motivated living.
Step-by-step in 90 recipes he will display the CrossFit enthusiast, the functioning mother and the weekend
golfer how exactly to eat for optimum performance because he understands all of the secrets, and it’s not all
kale smoothies and grilled poultry. Furthermore to his quality recipes, Chef Richard will share what he’s
learned all about eating well to live well throughout his career from his parents and grandparents, who have
been his 1st culinary instructors, to his superstar clients. Readers will get advice on how changing what you
put in your body will change what you put out into the universe and make you feel better physically and
emotionally. It’s not only about making sure you get the right mix of vegetables and carbs. This is about
feeding your spirit as well. This is an insider’s guideline to how it really happens.
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Many thanks Chef Richard Ingraham Where so I start ??? We follow him on Instagram (@chefrli) and
always salivated over his meals. The recipes are obvious and simple, well-organized by food type and
moreover healthy! It's not just a plain ole cook book it's a journey. It takes u back to the times of smelling
your moms Sunday morning breakfast to hearing the sound of pans and pots on the stove at dinner time.!
The pictures are amazing and the types of different foods are amazing. It definitely added some enthusiasm
to my assortment of prepare books. Thank u so much when planning on taking the time to share these
delicious creations Healthy and an easy task to follow recipes! Must get for moms on the run. I've long
awaited the arrival of the cookbook and needless to say I was not disappointed! You can tell that so much
effort and time was placed into this project. With this publication I can now eat in a wholesome method and
make it taste good. I have tried several recipes up to now and let me tell you, my family thinks I'm a super
star Chef like Chef Richard now too! Chef Richard is, bar non-e, among my all-time best chefs!? Then we
had the chance to taste his meals and he's the real deal. One of the best cookbooks out! A Must Have.. He
has enjoyed trying new dishes and the outcomes of his labor Was purchased as something special for my
son. Simply amazing! Must Buy Cookbook We literally counted straight down the times until this book
arrived. It's like having a personal chef in my own pocket. Thank you for getting your GENIUS to my
kitchen, house and lifestyle! Definitely an excellent addition or start to a culinary library. It really is
definitely an excellent inspiration to try new and savory dishes in the kitchen! Chef Ingraham shows you
how how to turn home prepared meals into healthy 5 celebrity restaurant quality.!! If you love to consume,
but hate the extra pounds like I really do this cookbook is for you personally!! An Amazing Cookbook!.
Chef Ingraham gives you simple step-by-step instructions for his recipes, using ingredients that are often
found, and photos which will have you salivating. Great resorce Good recipes Good food made easy I love
this cookbook I must say i enjoy how Chef Ingram tells a story about the food.!! BEST COOKBOOK OUT!
The quality recipes are familiar but with an extra twist. This is a must-buy reserve!! Wether you are not used
to cooking, a seasoned home cook, or an amazing chef, this cookbook will give insight into the mind of one
of the best chefs in the industry. From amazing tastes to beautiful display, this cookbook has everything you
need! This is simply not Your Ordinary Cookbook! This is not your ordinary cookbook!For a busy bee
foodie like me personally, this is actually the perfect mix of recipes for nice tasting meals that can be
incorporated in my own lifestyle easily! I love how Chef Ingraham incorporates well known ingredients
while presenting spices and herbs I wouldn't have normally tried. I have anticipated this reserve for some
time..! New Beginnings I love this book, especially beginning my weight reduction journey.. I cannot wait
to awaken my boring oatmeal breakfast, along with his mouth watering recipes. Simply amazing!! I am
fortunate enough to possess tasted his food first-hand on many events and from the ingredients he uses to the
way he prepares meals, he blows your brain at every switch. Chef Rich and his delicious while still being
healthy food will literally change your life! Finally, I can quit bugging him for his quality recipes and can
reach making every food he's outlined in this reserve! It's evident that cookbook was written with
understanding, pride, and lots of like! The recipe is not difficult to follow and the meals is good Healthy
food can look and taste great! Love this book! I've had the satisfaction of experiencing his cuisine while in
Miami and Atlanta amongst my many stops around the united states. Great user friendly recipes to make the
adventurous home chef shine! Chef Rich and his delicious while still . I need something new which book is
THAT. THANK YOU ? Great cook book. Great cook book. You can read and filled with recipes I actually
want to try. Excellent Creative Healthy Recipes- Can’t wait to try them The recipes look amazing without
being too complicated or too many ingredients. They're beautiful dishes while extremely health conscious.
Five Stars Love it! Great dishes!. He has enjoyed trying brand-new recipes and the outcomes of his labor.
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